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Startup CFO
CCH's Corporate Controller's Handbook of Financial Management is a
comprehensive source of practical solutions, strategies, techniques,
procedures, and formulas covering all key aspects of accounting and
financial management. Its examples, checklists, step-by-step
instructions, and other practical working tools simplify complex
financial management issues and give CFOs, corporate financial
managers, and controllers quick answers to day-to-day questions.

Controllership
"The latest edition goes beyond ho-hum analysis techniques and
provides concrete problem solving. The text is sprinkled with realworld problems (and the analytical tools to solve them) that will be
familiar to accounting professionals everywhere. A must-have for
anyone looking to improve their company's decision making . . . and
their own role in it." —George R. MacEachern President, Grosvenor
Financial Services "Steve Bragg has presented yet another
comprehensive reference tool for the finance professional. Financial
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Analysis: A Controller's Guide is the perfect reference guide for
today's controller, presenting not only traditional financial analysis
information, but also various types of analyses that will benefit any
type of organization. This book is a must-have for any financial
professional desiring to make a relevant contribution to his/her
organization." —Jodi Nefzger, CPP Director of Finance, Masonic Home of
Missouri Today's proactive controllers can soar past their mundane
responsibilities and become active participants in their corporation's
success with the visionary tools found in Steven Bragg's Financial
Analysis: A Controller's Guide, Second Edition. Now updated to include
analyses of intangible asset measurement and performance improvement
as well as evaluation methods to determine which products and services
should be eliminated, Financial Analysis: A Controller's Guide, Second
Edition helps financial managers upgrade their skills so they can
answer their organization's call for company operations reviews,
investment evaluations, problem reporting, and special investigation
requests. Controllers prepared to address this growing need for more
innovative financial analysis will open doors to a variety of
promotions and high-level interactions with other departments. Become
a highly valued member of your company's infrastructure with the
indispensable tools found in Financial Analysis: A Controller's Guide,
Second Edition.
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Pareto's 80/20 Rule for Corporate Accountants
"The thorough reference that goes wherever you go, The Complete CFO
Reference is the perfect up-to-date reference tool for today's busy
CFO, controller, treasurer, and other finance professionals. Written
in an easy format and packed with checklists, samples, and worked-out
solutions for a wide variety of accounting and finance problems,
readers can take this handy reference wherever they go-on a business
trip, visiting a client, conducting a conference call, or attending a
meeting. Covers all major developments in finance and accounting every
CFO needs to know about including IFRS, Web-based planning, and
ranging from financial reporting and internal control to financial
decision making for shareholder value maximization Includes tables,
forms, checklists, questionnaires, practical tips, and sample reports
Incorporates Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) throughout the
book, as well as coverage of International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and its impact on financial reporting, XBRL
reporting, risk management and disaster recovery, Web-based planning
and budgeting, Web 2.0, cloud computing, and environmental costing
Simplifying day-to-day work in dozens of critical areas, The Complete
CFO Reference is the perfect up-to-date reference tool for today's
busy chief financial officer (CFO), controller, treasurer, financial
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director, budgeting director, and other financial professionals in
public practice and private industry"--

CFO Techniques
While growth is a top priority for companies of all sizes, it can be
extremely difficult to create and maintain—especially in today’s
competitive business environment. The Granularity of Growth will put
you in a better position to succeed as it reveals why growth is so
important, what enables certain companies to grow so spectacularly,
and how to ensure that growth comes from multiple sources as you take
both a broad and a granular view of your markets.

Controller and CFO's Guide to Accounts Payable

The New Controller Guidebook: Third Edition
"This book is designed to give the new controller a firm foundation in
the concepts of managing the accounting department, locating GAAP
information, analyzing and knowing what to do with key accounting
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information, and setting up controls systems that reduce a company's
risk of loss. These core areas are essentials to a controller's
success. New to this edition will be a discussion of finance strategy;
introduction of the accounting standards codification, update of the
taxation strategy; and a new controller checklist will be added as an
appendix"--

The New CFOs
The CFO manages the financial structure and oversees the financial
performance of an organization, so this is a critical and demanding
management position. The CFO Guidebook provides the CFO with detailed
advice regarding how to be most effective in every aspect of the job.
The book covers all parts of the CFO's traditional finance role,
including budgeting, fundraising, investments, going public, investor
relations and share management. It goes on to address more recent
additions to the job, such as strategic planning, risk management, the
control environment, and information technology. Given its
comprehensive coverage of the CFO position, The CFO Guidebook can
serve as a reference manual for anyone wanting to become more
effective in the position.
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Key Performance Indicators for Government and Non Profit
Agencies
Having the right CFO is a critical component for every company's
success. Dergel provides CFOs and those in the making with a strategic
blueprint to benefit their companies and their careers. He reveals how
to build a strong, successful career plan with guidance on team
building and management of the multiple relationships that CFOs face
on a daily basis, plus how to balance one's work and personal life.

The New CFO Financial Leadership Manual
This must-have reference covers all of the major areas of cost
accounting and analysis including product costing, relevant costs,
cost-volume analysis, performance evaluation, transfer pricing, and
capital budgeting. Includes methods of reorganizing, classifying,
allocating, aggregating, and reporting actual costs and comparing them
with standard costs. Equips experienced cost accountants with a
reference tool and students with a thorough textbook. Provides
numerous examples, succinct language, chapter review, glossary, and
appendices. Includes an abundance of exercises, many of which are
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based on exam questions from the CPA and CMA exams.

Extraordinary Circumstances
"The ultimate guide to anyone who is serious about passing the
selection interview for becoming a Paramedic. It contains lots of
sample interview questions and answers to assist you during your
preparation and provides advice on how to gain higher scores. Created
in conjunction with serving Paramedics, this comprehensive guide
includes: How to prepare for the interview to ensure success. Gaining
higher scores in order to improve career opportunities. Sample
interview questions. Answers to the interview questions. Insider tips
and advice. Advice from serving Paramedics."--back cover.

Reinventing the CFO
A USA Today bestseller! Companies like Netflix, Spotify, and
Salesforce are just the tip of the iceberg for the subscription model.
The real transformation--and the real opportunity--is just beginning.
Subscription companies are growing nine times faster than the S&P 500.
Why? Because unlike product companies, subscription companies know
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their customers. A happy subscriber base is the ultimate economic
moat. Today's consumers prefer the advantages of access over the
hassles of maintenance, from transportation (Uber, Surf Air), to
clothing (Stitch Fix, Eleven James), to razor blades and makeup
(Dollar Shave Club, Birchbox). Companies are similarly demanding
easier, long-term solutions, trading their server rooms for cloud
storage solutions like Box. Simply put, the world is shifting from
products to services. But how do you turn customers into subscribers?
As the CEO of the world's largest subscription management platform,
Tien Tzuo has helped hundreds of companies transition from relying on
individual sales to building customer-centric, recurring-revenue
businesses. His core message in Subscribed is simple: Ready or not,
excited or terrified, you need to adapt to the Subscription Economy -or risk being left behind. Tzuo shows how to use subscriptions to
build lucrative, ongoing one-on-one relationships with your customers.
This may require reinventing substantial parts of your company, from
your accounting practices to your entire IT architecture, but the
payoff can be enormous. Just look at the case studies: * Adobe
transitions from selling enterprise software licenses to offering
cloud-based solutions for a flat monthly fee, and quadruples its
valuation. * Fender evolves from selling guitars one at a time to
creating lifelong musicians by teaching beginners to play, and keeping
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them inspired for life. * Caterpillar uses subscriptions to help solve
problems -- it's not about how many tractors you can rent, but how
much dirt you need to move. In Subscribed, you'll learn how these
companies made the shift, and how you can transform your own product
into a valuable service with a practical, step-by-step framework. Find
out how how you can prepare and prosper now, rather than trying to
catch up later.

Paramedic Interview Questions and Answers
Having good financial management is critical to the survival of
startups and small and medium businesses. Unfortunately, financial
management is often an overlooked aspect for many entrepreneurs. This
leads to an increased risk in a business failing due to financial
constraints or unforeseen pitfalls.It's intended that this book can be
learning material for many different people and businesses, regardless
of your stage or financial experience. We cover the basics of business
finance and specifically how these functions apply to growing
businesses. We also discuss the different focuses a CFO holds and how
these roles help navigate the scaling of businesses.
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CFO Fundamentals

The Lean CFO
CFO Techniques: A Hands-on Guide to Keeping Your Business Solvent and
Successful is a comprehensive and instructive working manual for
multitasking chief financial officers and controllers working in the
fast-paced commercial environment. Every senior financial professional
with an ever-broadening span of control will benefit from this
complete outline of the core activities—with specific descriptions of
individual tasks—comprising the daily agenda of a successful CFO or
controller. It covers everything from traditional responsibilities
like budgeting and financial reporting, to more innovative tasks like
performance analytics and business strategy development. While
emphasizing specific guidelines on what it takes to excel as a
company's head of finance, the book refrains from overwhelming dryness
by using cultural references, real-life examples, and a casual tone.
With its bite-sized, easy-to-read chapters, CFO Techniques serves as
both an invaluable desktop reference handbook and a good bedtime read.
Whether you need a quick recommendation on treasury procedures,
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adhering to GAAP, keeping funds safe from embezzlers, or advice on
dealing with the CEO, you will find the answers in this book. Guides
you through CFO/controller core responsibilities, function by function
Serves as a reference manual on financial matters specific to the
small and mid-size commercial environment Goes beyond finance and
accounting, addressing the administrative and behavioral issues all
CFOs occasionally must address

The Granularity of Growth
What makes one CFO able to make lasting and sustainable
transformations inside an organization, whereas other CFOs struggle to
make a difference? One of the biggest challenges for a new CFO is
often there's not a job description. It's usually something vague
along the lines of "Make the CEO look good and help the company
succeed". How do you do that, exactly? This book is unlike any other
of its kind. We've cut to the chase and shared with the new CFO what
they need to do and how to do it. It's said CFOs hold one of the
loneliest positions in the executive suite. This perception is by
design because the CFO is the counterbalance; the police, and steward
of the organization, so the role naturally pits them against others in
the organization. So where can CFOs go for support and actionable
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insights to overcome the challenges they will face? That's where this
book comes in. This book helps CFOs get alignment and build
relationships with key stakeholders, so they're seen as a guiding
force for transformation. Often there isn't a lot of time to be
successful. CFOs are expected to make significant changes and impact
in the first 90 days, which means you must hit the ground running.
Contained within this book are little-known shortcuts a new CFO can
immediately focus on to bring about the credibility and relationship
trust needed to create change within the organization.

The Chief Financial Officer

Subscribed
Controllers in the 21st Century need to master more than the technical
accounting skills to become the strategic leaders their companies
need. You need to be an effective leader and manager. You need to
explain the debits and credits at a high level to the CFO while
keeping one hand in the weeds. You have to anticipate the risks your
company faces in an increasingly complex, competitive, and regulatory
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landscape. And you have to be an expert in ever-changing
technology.But how do you learn all these parts of your job? These
skills aren't taught alongside the debits and credits in school.In
Controller's Code, Mike Whitmire gives you the inside scoop on the
skills you need to have a stellar career in the controller's seat.
You'll get real-world guidance from finance pros at leading companies
so you can write your own success story and play a bigger role at your
company.

The Leading-Edge Manager's Guide to Success, with Website
The thorough reference that goes wherever you go The Complete CFO
Reference is the perfect up-to-date reference tool for today's busy
CFO, controller, treasurer, and other finance professionals. Written
in an easy format and packed with checklists, samples, and worked-out
solutions for a wide variety of accounting and finance problems,
readers can take this handy reference wherever they go-on a business
trip, visiting a client, conducting a conference call, or attending a
meeting. Covers all major developments in finance and accounting every
CFO needs to know about including IFRS, Web-based planning, and
ranging from financial reporting and internal control to financial
decision making for shareholder value maximization Includes tables,
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forms, checklists, questionnaires, practical tips, and sample reports
Incorporates Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) throughout the
book, as well as coverage of International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and its impact on financial reporting, XBRL
reporting, risk management and disaster recovery, Web-based planning
and budgeting, Web 2.0, cloud computing, and environmental costing
Simplifying day-to-day work in dozens of critical areas, The Complete
CFO Reference is the perfect up-to-date reference tool for today's
busy chief financial officer (CFO), controller, treasurer, financial
director, budgeting director, and other financial professionals in
public practice and private industry.

The Essential CFO
Better practices that today's CFOs can employ to bring value and
efficiency to the teams that report to them Helping corporate
accountants from the CFOs to the management accountant implement
better practices that will make a difference to their finance team's
performance, Winning CFOs shows corporate accountants how to create
permanent improvements in their organization's processes. Provides
better practice solutions the author has learned from more than 4,000
finance teams worldwide A to Z guidance on how to be an effective CFO
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Includes templates, checklists and implementation programs for process
improvement Abundance of tools to ensure implementation of better
practices Tips on how to develop winning leadership traits Winning
CFOs shows corporate accountants how to radically transform their
contribution to their organization, enhance their job satisfaction and
profile, and leave a legacy of efficiency and effectiveness in every
organization for which they work.

The Complete CFO Handbook

Guide to CFO Success
Explains how companies must pinpoint business strategies to a few
critically important choices, identifying common blunders while
outlining simple exercises and questions that can guide day-to-day and
long-term decisions.

Key Performance Indicators
In the aftermath of the financial crisis, the spotlight is even more
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on the role and activities of the CFO. Specifically, CFOs need to
accelerate three aspects of their role: develop dynamic and
distinctive risk management capabilities, motivate and align
increasingly diverse work providers, and design and operate effective
financial processes for internal and external customers. The winning
CFOs in the next decade will be the ones who get the basics right, who
prioritise their efforts, and who invest in the leadership development
that creates the institutional capacity to achieve and sustain leading
industry performance. CFOs need to embrace the new challenges and
opportunities created by the financial crisis. The New CFOs provides
the fundamental road map to success in this new environment for
finance officers, their teams, and the organizations who employ them.

Your First CFO
Filled with pragmatic insights, proactive strategies, and best
practices, The New CFO Financial Leadership Manual, Second Edition is
destined to become your essential desktop companion. This thorough
guidebook is essential reading for the CFO requiring an overview of
strategies, measurement and control systems, financial analysis tools,
funding sources, and management improvement tips.
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The Financial Controller and CFO's Toolkit
A complete professional guide to the increasingly critical area of
financial control, packed with sample reports, analysis layouts and
real-life examples. The function of Financial Controller has never
been more important than today in a time of challenging economic
conditions and intense market competition. Written in plain English,
the book is intended for use by anyone responsible for financial
management, and will be useful for students as well as financial
practitioners. Alasdair Drysdale has over 30 years experience on five
continents, first as a chartered accountant, and then as a management
consultant and interim director specialising in complex project
management, financial control and company turnaround. His previous
books include The Report Report (a guide to writing business reports)
also published by Management Books 2000.

The Vest Pocket CFO
"As the business world grows in complexity and increases in pace,
organisations expect the leaders of their management accounting teams
to be just that--leaders. [Besides crunching numbers], equally
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important is [the] CFOs' participation on the executive team as a
strategic leader of the finance function, a strong communicator, highlevel negotiator and builder of a collaborative environment."--Back
cover.

H.R. 3589, to Create the Office of Chief Financial Officer
of the Government of the Virgin Islands
On the heels of a decade of scandals and the new pressures brought on
by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, corporations expect far more from their
CFOs than simply managing the numbers. They expect decision-making
support and performance insights that can improve bottom-line results.
Unfortunately, the complexity and detail inherent in CFOs’ jobs keep
them shackled to budgeting and transaction-processing systems that
leave little time for value-adding activities. Grounded in extensive
research, Reinventing the CFO outlines seven critical roles—from
streamlining redundant processes to regulating risk to identifying a
few key measures—that CFOs must take on in order to successfully
transform the finance operation.

Playing to Win
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Practical, commonsense advice on becoming an effective leader
Examining the baggage that most managers have and then helping them to
understand the personal traits that can limit their potential, this
book guides you through the pathway of self development, then takes
you through management and leadership better practices, providing many
implementation tools. All you need to know when getting prepared for a
'management role' How to develop 'conquest leadership' attributes
Traits to make you a 'winning' CEO Latest thinking on KPIs, quarterly
rolling planning, decision based reporting and performance related pay
How to create Winning Management and Leadershp Habits Examines how to
become More Financially Aware This book is a very practical guide with
templates, 'how to do it tools', stories about gifted leaders,
checklists and examples and is devoid of all intellectual arguments on
management. With directional guidance on what managers need to know in
order to be able to manage and lead others, The Leading-Edge Manager's
Guide to Success helps managers and 'managers to be' as they climb the
'management mountain.'

Financial Controller
Praise for Fast Close: A Guide to Closing the Books Quickly "Steve
captures the essence of the problems affecting the financial close
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process within corporations of all sizes; from the period close of
subledgers and general ledger through financial reporting, and the
relationship and interdependencies of governance, people and
technology. A must-read for the corporate controller." —David Taylor,
ACMA, MBA, VP Strategy, Trintech Inc. "Fast Close: A Guide to Closing
the Books Quickly, Second Edition is a must-read for today's busy
controllers. Steven Bragg points out everything that can be done
outside the close that you just never realized didn't actually have to
be part of the month-end close process! Very commonsensical approach!"
—Kathleen Schneibel, mba, cpa, Controller/CFO for Hire, KMAS
Consulting LLC "A well-executed 'fast close' can bring many valuable
benefits to any company, from improving organizational performance to
transforming accounting executives from financial historians to
trusted advisors. In Fast Close, Second Edition, Steve systematically
breaks down the steps required to achieve a fast close in both public
and private companies, providing financial executives with tips,
checklists, and a cost-effective road map to implement fast close
procedures in virtually any company." —Matthew Posta, Esq., CPA, Vice
President of Finance, Key Air, LLC FROM THE FIRST EDITION "This is an
outstanding book in which Steve reveals his secrets to a fast close.
Having personally experienced his (one-day) fast close for years and
enjoyed the beneficial impact on my company, I highly recommend this
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book for all financial officers who desire to have a large, favorable
impact on their company." —Richard V. Souders, President and CEO, Kaba
Workforce Solutions

Corporate Controller's Handbook of Financial Management
2008-2009
The longer WorldCom Chief Audit Executive Cynthia Cooper stares at the
entries in front of her, the more sinister they seem. But the CFO is
badgering her to delay her team's audit of the company's books and
directing others to block Cooper's efforts. Still, something in the
pit of her stomach tells her to keep digging. Cooper takes readers
behind the scenes on a riveting, real-time journey as she and her team
work at night and behind closed doors to expose the largest fraud in
corporate history. Whom can they trust? Could she lose her job? Should
she fear for her physical safety? In Extraordinary Circumstances, she
recounts for the first time her journey from her close family
upbringing in a small Mississippi town, to working motherhood and
corporate success, to the pressures of becoming a whistleblower, to
being named one of Time's 2002 Persons of the Year. She also provides
a rare insider's glimpse into the spectacular rise and fall of
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WorldCom, a telecom titan, the darling of Wall Street, and a
Cinderella story for Mississippi. With remarkable candor, Cooper
discusses her struggle to overcome these challenges, and how she has
found healing through sharing the lessons learned with the next
generation. This book reminds us all that ethical decision-making is
not forged at the crossroads of major events but starts in childhood,
"decision by decision and brick by brick." At a time when corporate
dishonesty is dominating public attention, Extraordinary Circumstances
makes it clear that the tone set at the top is critical to fostering
an ethical environment in the work-place. Provocative, moving, and
intensely personal, Extraordinary Circumstances is a wake-up call to
corporate leaders and an intimate glimpse at a scandal that shook the
business world.

Winning CFOs
The New Controller Guidebook covers every aspect of being a
controller, including the management of accounts payable, cash,
credit, collections, inventory, payroll, and more. It also shows you
how to close the books, which reports to issue to the management team,
how to create a budget, and how to select and install an accounting
computer system.
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The CFO Guidebook
If you kill your bookkeeper, who will write the bail check? Are you
paying good money for an accountant and bookkeeper, but still lack
enough confidence in your company’s financials to answer critical
money questions? Do you sit up at night processing and reprocessing
unresolved questions about how to keep your business on a solid
financial footing or nurture it to the next level? Do you feel like
you’re flying blind and fast with your finances and have no sense of
the terrain ahead? Your First CFO is a step-by-step blueprint for
using the tools and people you’ve already paid for to shine a
spotlight on your business finances so they make sense to you. YYour
First CFO will transform your current stress and uncertainty about
bookkeepers, accounting, and finance into a foundation of steady
confidence about the future of your business.

Controller's Code
The 2008 Cumulative Supplement contains the following updates:
Discussion of expected commercial value has been added to Chapter 22,
since it is an integral part of the decision to expend funds on a
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research and development project. Given the large proportion of
service-related businesses in the economy, we have added a new section
to Chapter 23, in which we outline how to conduct profitability
analysis for services. We have added substantially to Chapter 25,
where we prioritize a number of techniques for improving the
efficiency of the payroll process. These improvements cover the areas
of timekeeping, self-service portals, the reduction of employee
deductions, payroll payments, outsourcing, the use of a captive
insurance company to reduce the cost of benefits, and management of
the payroll department. In Chapter 26, we have added a discussion of
the bullwhip effect on the cash forecast, as well as how it can be
mitigated to achieve more accurate cash forecasts. Chapter 27, which
covers the planning and control of receivables, has been substantially
bolstered with new information about credit policies and procedures,
the review and processing of credit applications, granting credit,
credit insurance, creating and delivering invoices, collecting cash,
and managing the credit and collections staff. Chapter 28, which
covers the planning and control of inventory, has been enhanced in a
similar manner. It now includes in-depth discussions of the best ways
to conduct inventory purchasing, receiving, storage, picking, and
shipping.
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The Essential Controller
This book is not about debits, credits, or accounting theory. Instead,
it describes how a chief financial officer (CFO) becomes a Lean CFO by
leading a company in developing and deploying a Lean management
system. The finance team, business executives, and Lean leaders will
all benefit from its forward-thinking improvement approach. Explaining
why the CFO role is so critical for companies adopting a Lean business
strategy, The Lean CFO: Architect of the Lean Management System
illustrates the process of building and integrating a Lean management
system into the overall Lean business strategy. It describes why CFOs
should move their companies away from performance measures based on
traditional manufacturing practices and into a Lean performance
measurement system. In addition, it explains how to integrate a Lean
management system with a Lean business strategy to drive financial
success. Describes the logic behind why a Lean management system must
replace a traditional management accounting system Discusses how flow
can drive the financial success of Lean Demonstrates the need for
constructing a value stream capacity measurement system Explains how
to break your company away from using standard costing to run your
business The book explains why you must move your company into value
stream accounting, which reports your internal financial information
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by the real profit centers of your business, your value streams. It
describes the strategic aspects of making money from a Lean business
strategy and also details how to modify your enterprise resource
planning system to support Lean rather than hinder it.

The Traits of Today's CFO
Winning techniques and strategies for nonprofits and government
agencies in creating successful and critical key performance
indicators By exploring measures that have transformed businesses,
David Parmenter has developed a methodology that is breathtaking in
its simplicity and yet profound in its impact. Key Performance
Indicators for Government and Nonprofit Agencies: Implementing Winning
KPIs is a proactive guide representing a significant shift in the way
KPIs are developed and used, with an abundance of implementation tools
for government agencies and nonprofit groups. Implementation
variations and short cuts for government and not-for-profit
organizations How to brainstorm performance measures Templates for
reporting performance measures A resource kit for a consultant who is
acting as a coach / facilitator to the in-house project team Also by
David Parmenter: Key Performance Indicators: Developing, Implementing,
and Using Winning KPIs, Second Edition Filled with numerous case
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studies and checklists to help readers develop their KPIs, this book
shows government agencies and nonprofits how to select and implement
winning key performance indicators to ensure that their performance
management initiatives are successful.

CFO Fundamentals
The rapid rise in importance of the role of the chief financial
officer—from back-office accountant to front-line executive—is
unrivaled by that of any other corporate position. With access to
every facet of the business, CFOs now wield a level of influence
matched only by chief executives. This book explains how CFOs earned
their privileged status, and what the future may hold for them. It
describes their ever-expanding role, and how they are reshaping their
departments to help them deal with that transformation. Insights from
current and former CFOs provide a first-hand perspective on finance
leaders' aspirations and doubts. It is a useful reference for finance
chiefs seeking to learn from peers and benchmark their own
performance; for those looking to build a career in the C-Suite; for
managers seeking to improve their relationship with the finance
department; for service providers—banks, accountancies and consulting
firms—and anyone else who wants to get on the good side of the keeper
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of the corporate checkbook.

Fast Close
Simplify and streamline your way to a winning legacy The Financial
Controller and CFO's Toolkit is a hybrid handbook and toolkit with
over 100 lean practice solutions and a wealth of practical tools for
senior financial managers of small, midsized and large companies. This
book outlines the mindset of paradigm shifters relevant to futureready finance teams, and contains guidelines on how to become an
effective change leader. Guidance from world leading expert David
Parmenter provides the insight and tools you need to reach your true
leadership potential and achieve more for your organization. Packed
with templates and checklists, this book helps you adhere to the best
practices in reporting, forecasting, KPIs, planning, strategy, and
technology. The companion website—a complete toolbox for positive,
entrenched change—gives you access to additional resources that
reinforce The Financial Controller and CFO's Toolkit strategy. This
new second edition has been updated to reflect the latest practices
and technology to streamline your workflow and get more done in less
time—without sacrificing quality or accuracy. As an all-in-one
resource for the CFO role, this book provides a clear, practical
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strategy for demonstrating your value to your organization. Selling
and leading change effectively Get more accurate information from your
KPIs Attracting, recruiting and retaining talented staff Invest in and
implement new essential tools Investing wisely in 21st century
technologies Report the month-end within three days, implement
quarterly rolling forecasting, complete the annual plan in two weeks
or less, and bring your firm into the 21st century with key tools that
get the job done. Be the CFO that your organization needs and the
leader that your teams deserve. The Financial Controller and CFO's
Toolkit gives you everything you need to achieve more by doing less.

Nine Keys to World-Class Business Process Outsourcing
Integrated Reporting is having a profound impact on corporate thinking
and reporting. Value is being assessed on the basis of the sources of
value creation used by an organisation and not through a financial
lens alone. In Chief Value Officer: Accountants Can Save the Planet,
Mervyn King, a global corporate governance and reporting leader,
challenges some of the systemic issues preventing organisations from
managing in an integrated value-creation way.The shareholder-centric
governance model, currently favoured by most companies, will not
result in changes to corporate behaviour that can create value in a
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sustainable manner. The book, therefore, firmly places the accountant
in the position of changemaker the finance professional today should
be more of a value officer than a financial officer. Consequently, the
Chief Finance Officer should be known as the Chief Value Officer.This
book explains this new approach. It encapsulates the essential reasons
for adopting integrated reporting, explains its application to date
and proposes the next steps needed to achieve change that will improve
business, social and environmental sustainability.

Financial Analysis
Discover the power of the CFO's role in delivering shareholder value
During the past decade, the CFO role has expanded dramatically in its
breadth, complexity, and criticality. Filled with proven strategies,
best practices, and keen insights, The Essential CFO describes how
today's CFOs are responding to their expanded roles within both public
and private companies. With straightforward and pragmatic guidance,
author Bruce Nolop shows how CFOs are partnering with CEOs to deliver
shareholder value by articulating a strategic plan, determining
capital allocations, managing the capital structure, driving financial
performance, and implementing strategic transactions. Covers how CFOs
are establishing robust accounting and risk management processes and
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effectively communicating with both external and internal
constituencies Looks at the role of the CFO in transforming financial
organizations to drive effectiveness and efficiencies Examines how
CFOs can develop talent with the experience, expertise, and leadership
skills to meet the challenges of the future Written from a balanced,
top-down perspective of the modern CFO, The Essential CFO provides you
with practical prescriptions for executing impactful corporate finance
strategies.

Chief Value Officer
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)-the sourcing of business services
through external third parties-is a global phenomenon, which generated
nearly $300 billion worldwide in 2012. BPO is highly IT-enabled, and
on a growth trajectory that impacts across functions of major, medium
and small enterprises, including procurement, human resources,
accounting and finance, sales, marketing, legal, asset management and
key administrative processes. Despite this size and spread, BPO
services and the ability of clients to manage their providers, are
still evolving and have a mixed record. In the course of their
research, the authors have found only 20% of outsourcing arrangements
are world-class performers. A further 25% are 'good', 40% are 'OK' and
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15% are 'poor'. This book pinpoints and describes in detail the
effective practices that characterize the top global BPO performers,
including Microsoft, BP, EMC and TalkTalk. The authors provide case
illustrations and examples throughout of how world-class practices
were generated and evolved, and how they can be applied to real life
settings and problem areas.

The 80/20 CFO
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